Quanum Enterprise Content Solutions is a document management system designed to help healthcare organizations drive operational efficiency.

Our patented, supervised machine learning capabilities automate the intake process and are capable of transforming structured and unstructured data into searchable and sharable content. With it, you can better capture, store, access, share, and manage content across your entire enterprise. We complement your EHR and seamlessly integrate with enterprise resource platforms.

To meet the challenges of today’s healthcare environment, you need to compile, retrieve, maintain, analyze, and safeguard the valuable information in your files. We help you do it all—faster, smarter, better.
Capture  Whether your content comes from internal or external sources; is related to patient records or other business functions; or arrives by email, fax, or online form, Quanum's advanced capture capabilities pull it in, organize it, and route it for processing according to your business needs.

Build  Tailored solutions for automating patient and business procedures using business process management (BPM) technologies can boost efficiency and reduce staff time, while addressing critical IT priorities.

Access  Flexible, unified integration capabilities expand visibility to information and data access without compromising the integrity of information within your enterprise systems. Supports connectivity and automation with EMR, ERP, and other IT workflows for single, inclusive, universal access to data and documents. Get timely access to information across the enterprise with single sign-on and product-level connectivity, to build a complete legal medical record and/or business record.

Automate  Electronic Forms (eForms) can prepopulate patient care-related and business department information via connectivity to EMRs, ERP systems, and insurance eligibility applications. Rules-based intelligence allows automated routing, tracking, and customization for approval processes. Eliminate the cost of creating forms that take up space and need to be updated as soon as they’re finished. Collect information automatically for departmental procedures and reports.

Search  Unlock your content, whether it’s housed in databases or buried within documents. Find the right information at the right time to craft insightful, effective action plans. Core capabilities include data enrichment, advanced search throughout your enterprise, and accelerated knowledge discovery.

Store  No matter which vendor or subspecialty is generating content, and no matter what kind of clinical, administrative, or multimedia resources are being produced, Quanum’s vendor-neutral archive lets your organization acquire, store, view, and share across the entire enterprise. Bring the entire patient record together and drive improvements to patient care with an integrated solution.

Archive  Stay compliant with retention policies for your patient records. Document Retention provides a web-based application for organizations to configure and apply facility and document-specific retention policies and deletion requirements for documents stored within their system.

The business process-improvement possibilities are endless. Visit us at QuanumECS.com to learn more.
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